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It is known that linear apex NLC (Lin-A-NLC) grammars can generate NP-complete
graph languages. The present paper examines the source of this expressive power by
analyzing complexity and decidability of the so-called k-connecting Lin-A-NLC (k-Lin-A-
NLC) grammars in which the right-hand side of each production contains at most k nodes
that can be connected to outside nodes. The number of connecting nodes is indeed one
source of the expressive power of graph grammars in that k-Lin-A-NLC ( (k + 1)-Lin-
A-NLC for every k ≥ 0. There exists a 2-Lin-A-NLC language which is NP-complete but
every 1-Lin-A-NLC language is in NLOG. The equivalence problem is undecidable for 1-Lin-
A-NLC languages but is decidable for 0-Lin-A-NLC languages (even when one of two input
languages is an arbitrary B-NLC language).
Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
Graph grammars, describing languages of graphs, have been studied intensively for decades. Particularly well known are
the node-label-controlled (NLC) grammars of Janssens and Rozenberg [13], in which a single node is replaced by a graph in
a derivation step and the embedding of the introduced graph (the right-hand side) into the existing graph is based on node
labels only.
Many extensions and restrictions of NLC grammars have been studied in the literature. Extensions of NLC grammars
include theNCE grammars (NLCwith neighborhood-controlled embedding) [14] inwhich the embeddingmechanismmakes
use of the identity (rather than the label) of nodes, the eNLC grammars [16] that use edge labels also in the embedding
process, and the eNCE grammars [8] that combine the NCE and eNLC features. Important subclasses of NLC grammars
include the boundary NLC (B-NLC) grammars [23], in which nonterminal nodes are not allowed to be adjacent, the linear
NLC (Lin-NLC) grammars [4] in which each sentential form contains at most one nonterminal node, and the apex NLC (A-
NLC) grammars [6] that can establish connections between terminal nodes only. These restrictions have also been studied
for extensions of NLC grammars and a complete hierarchy of inclusion relations among these extensions and restrictions of
NLC graph language classes was given in [17]. In particular, Lin-NLC and A-NLC form incomparable proper subclasses of all
other extended and/or restricted classes of NLC graph languages listed above.
It was observed in [22] that the heavy disconnecting capability of graph grammars is a source of the expressive power
(or the difficulty of parsing) of graph grammars by presenting an NP-complete B-NLC language of component-unbounded
forests of chains. (This language is in fact Lin-A-NLC, as observed in [17].) Indeed, B-NLC languages are in LOGCFL (the class
of languages log-space reducible to context-free languages, a subclass of the parallel complexity class NC2) and Lin-NLC
languages are in NLOG (the nondeterministic log-space class) if they contain connected graphs of bounded degree only
[4,5]. (This result holds even if B-NLC and Lin-NLC languages are component-bounded by log n and of bounded degree [18].)
Note that Lin-A-NLC languages are in NLOG if they consist of graphs component-bounded by log n since all A-NLC languages
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are of bounded degree. The present paper shows that the maximum number of nodes in the right-hand sides of productions
that can be connected to outside nodes (call an NLC grammar k-NLC if that number is k) is another source of the expressive
power, independent of the heavy disconnecting property, by presenting a separation result and analysis of the membership
and equivalence problems for Lin-A-NLC languages. It is shown that k-Lin-A-NLC ( (k + 1)-Lin-A-NLC for every k ≥ 0.
There exists an NP-complete 2-Lin-A-NLC language but every 1-Lin-A-NLC language is in NLOG. We shall note that this
NLOG result is not covered by the result shown in [4] since 1-Lin-A-NLC languages can be component-unbounded. The
equivalence problem is undecidable for 1-Lin-A-NLC languages but is decidable for 0-Lin-A-NLC languages (even when one
of two input languages is an arbitrary B-NLC language).
2. Preliminaries
For a finite set A, its cardinality is denoted by |A|. The empty set is denoted by ∅. The length of a word w is denoted by
|w| and the empty word by ϵ. For an alphabetΣ ,Σ∗ denotes the set of all words overΣ andΣ+ = Σ∗ − {ϵ}.
LetΣ be an alphabet. A graph overΣ is a system H = (V , E, φ), where V is a finite set of nodes, E is a finite set of edges
(unordered pairs of nodes), and φ : V → Σ is a node-labeling function. The three components of H are denoted by VH , EH
and φH . The set of all graphs overΣ is denoted by GRΣ . A graph language overΣ is any subset of GRΣ .
Let H be a graph overΣ . For an edge e = {v, v′} of H , v and v′ are adjacent (or they are neighbors) and e and v (or v′) are
incident. A sequence p = (v1, v2, . . . , vr), r ≥ 1, of nodes of H is a path between v1 and vr if vi and vi+1 are neighbors for all
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r − 1}. If p is a path, r ≥ 4, and v1 = vr , then it is a cycle. H is connected if there is a path between each pair
of its nodes. A subgraph H ′ = (V ′, E ′) of H , where V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ = {{v, v′} ∈ E | v, v′ ∈ V ′}, is a connected component of
H if H ′ is connected and there is no node in V − V ′ that is adjacent to any node in V ′. H is a tree if it is a connected graph
without any cycle. H is a chain if it is a tree which is in fact a path. H is the empty graph, denoted by Λ, if VH = ∅. For two
graphs H1 and H2, H1\H2 denotes the subgraph of H1 induced by the node set VH1 − VH2 .
An NLC grammar [13] is a system G = (Σ,∆, P, Z), where Σ is an alphabet of node labels, ∆ ⊆ Σ is the set of terminal
labels (the symbols inΣ −∆ are nonterminal labels), P is a finite set of productions of the form (A, X, ψ), where A ∈ Σ −∆
(the left-hand side), X ∈ GRΣ (the right-hand side) and ψ ⊆ Σ × Σ (the embedding relation), and Z ∈ GRΣ is the axiom
graph.
Production (A, X, ψ) is applied to a graph H as follows: (1) remove a node of H , say v, labeled by A and all its incident
edges, (2) add X into the resulting graph by creating a new edge between each x ∈ VX and each former neighbor y of v such
that (φX (x), φH(y)) ∈ ψ , and (3) rename the nodes of X added in (2) so that each node in the resulting graph can be uniquely
identified. If H yields H ′ as the result of applying a production, we write H ⇒ H ′.
Let⇒∗ denote the transitive reflexive closure of⇒. A graph H ∈ GRΣ such that Z ⇒∗ H is called a sentential form of G.
The language generated by G is L(G) = {H ∈ GR∆ | Z ⇒∗ H}.
The grammar G is a boundary NLC (B-NLC) grammar [23] if nonterminal nodes are not adjacent in the right-hand side of
each production (or equivalently in each of its sentential forms). It is a linear NLC (Lin-NLC) grammar [4] if the axiom and
the right-hand side of each production contains at most one nonterminal node. It is an apex NLC (A-NLC) grammar [6] if its
embedding relations establish connections between terminal nodes only, i.e., ψ ⊆ ∆×∆.
The class of graph languages generated by NLC grammars (any restricted type of NLC grammars) is simply denoted by
NLC (its restriction name).
3. The results
Let (A, X, ψ) be a production of an NLC grammar G. A node v ∈ VX is a connecting node if (φX (v), σ ) ∈ ψ for some
σ ∈ Σ; otherwise v is a disconnecting node. We say that G is a k-connecting NLC (k-NLC) grammar, k ≥ 0, if the right-hand
side of each production contains at most k connecting nodes.
Note that every NLC grammar is a k-connecting grammar for some k ≥ 0. Thus, e.g., Lin-A-NLC=k≥0 k-Lin-A-NLC. We
shall prove now that bounding the number of connecting nodes yields an infinite hierarchy of Lin-A-NLC languages. Other
restrictions that yield similar infinite hierarchies include the k-separation of nonterminal nodes [7,19,20] and the so-called
ETPL(k) restriction of edNLC grammars [10], where ‘d’ stands for directed graphs.
Theorem 3.1. k-Lin-A-NLC ( (k+ 1)-Lin-A-NLC for every k ≥ 0.
Proof. The statement in the theorem is trivially true for k = 0 since a 0-Lin-A-NLC grammar cannot generate a chain of
arbitrary length while a 1-Lin-A-NLC grammar certainly can. (The grammar Gk defined below, when k = 1, generates such
chains.) For each k ≥ 2, let∆k = {a1, a2, . . . , ak} and let Lk = {chain(an1an2 · · · ank) | n ≥ 2}, where chain(w), for any wordw,
is the chain of |w| nodes labeled by the symbols ofw in sequence.We shall prove that Lk ∈ k-Lin-A-NLC− (k−1)-Lin-A-NLC
for all k ≥ 2.
Let Gk = ({A}∪∆k,∆k, Pk, Zk), where Zk = (V , E, φ)with V = {v1, v2, . . . , vk, v}, φ(vi) = ai (1 ≤ i ≤ k), φ(v) = A, and
E = {{vi, vi+1} | 1 ≤ i < k and i is even} ∪ {{vi, v} | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, and Pk consists of two productions (A, X, ψ) and (A, Y , ψ)
such that VX = V , φX = φ, EX = {{vi, v} | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, VY = V − {v}, φY (vi) = ai (1 ≤ i ≤ k), EY = {{vi, vi+1} | 1 ≤ i < k
and i is odd}, and ψ = {(ai, ai) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. It is straightforward to see that Gk is a k-Lin-A-NLC grammar generating Lk. We
shall prove, however, that Lk cannot be generated by any (k− 1)-Lin-A-NLC grammar, by using a pumping argument.
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Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists a (k − 1)-Lin-A-NLC grammar G = (Σ,∆, P, Z) such that L(G) = Lk. Then,
there exists a derivation D1 of the form Z ⇒∗ H0 ⇒∗ H1 ⇒∗ K1 (∈ GR∆) in G such that both H0 and H1\H0 contain exactly
one nonterminal node, labeled by the same symbol, and H1\H0 contains at least one terminal node. Consider the derivation
D2 : Z ⇒∗ H0 ⇒∗ H1 ⇒∗ H2 ⇒∗ K2, which is obtained by pumping up the subderivation H0 ⇒∗ H1 in D1 once, i.e., H1 in
D1 is replaced by H1 ⇒∗ H2 in which exactly the sequence of productions used in H0 ⇒∗ H1 is applied. Then, K2 ∈ L(G).
Observe that, for some m ≥ 1, H1\H0 contains exactly m terminal nodes labeled by ai for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} since,
otherwise, for some i and j, i ≠ j, K2 would contain more ai-labeled nodes than aj-labeled nodes. Note that H2\H1 also
contains m terminal nodes labeled by ai for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. As all ai-labeled nodes are adjacent in the graphs of Lk,
for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, there exist k disjoint edges between terminal nodes in H1\H0 and terminal nodes in H2\H1. It
is easy to see, however, that this is not possible since G is a (k − 1)-connecting Lin-A-NLC grammar. It follows that Lk /∈
(k− 1)-Lin-A-NLC and the theorem holds. 
We shall analyze now the complexity and decidability of twomajor decision problems, themembership and equivalence
problems, for the Lin-A-NLC hierarchy. The borderline between tractability and intractability of these problems turns out to
lie around the bottom levels of the hierarchy, at levels 0, 1 and 2.
Every Lin-A-NLC language is in NP since B-NLC ⊆ NP [23]. We shall prove that 2-Lin-A-NLC contains an NP-complete
graph language but 1-Lin-A-NLC ⊆ NLOG. As noted earlier, 1-Lin-A-NLC grammars can generate component-unbounded
graphs, so this NLOG complexity result is not covered by other known results such as the one presented in [4] or [18],
i.e., every linear graph language of component-bounded and degree-bounded graphs is in NLOG. We note that the NLOG
recognition algorithm for 1-Lin-A-NLC grammars contained in the proof of Theorem 3.3 given below can be easily extended
so that it works for 1-Lin-A-eNCE grammars.
Theorem 3.2. There exists a 2-Lin-A-NLC language which is NP-complete.
Proof. The NP-complete B-NLC language given in [22] (which was observed to be a Lin-A-NLC language in [17]) is, in fact, a
2-Lin-A-NLC language. 
Theorem 3.3. Every 1-Lin-A-NLC language is in NLOG.
Proof. Let G = (Σ,∆, P, Z) be an arbitrary 1-Lin-A-NLC grammar. We shall assume, without loss of generality, that Z
contains a single nonterminal node, labeled by S ∈ Σ − ∆, and no terminal node. We shall also assume that G is in
neighborhood-preserving normal form, meaning that all (terminal) nodes adjacent to a nonterminal node in any graph derived
from Z are again adjacent to somenodes (the connecting node in our case) in the right-hand side of a production that replaces
the nonterminal node. This normal formwas proved for B-NLC grammars in [23] and the proof as given in there works for 1-
Lin-A-NLC grammars, too, since the construction given in that proof simply relabels nonterminal nodes and removes some
edges in the right-hand sides of the productions, with the new embedding relations being subsets of the corresponding
original embedding relations.
Let H ∈ GR∆ be an arbitrary input graph. We shall recognize H by using a nondeterministic process similar to the one for
recognizing trees and forests in a so-called neighborhood-uniform Lin-NLC (NU-Lin-NLC) language given in [21]. (See [15]
for the definition of NU-NLC grammars. A similarmethodwas also used earlier in the proof of Theorem 1.7 of [22].) Note that
all graphs generated by G are of bounded degree since G is an apex grammar. If H is a connected graph, then the algorithm
presented in [4] recognizes it in NLOG. So, we shall assume that H is not connected.
Consider any connected component K of H . There are two ways that K can be generated by G:
(1) K is generated in one step, as a connected component of the right-hand side of a production that contains neither a
nonterminal node nor a connecting terminal node, in which case K is called a fragment, or
(2) K is generated in multiple steps using a process similar to the case of H being a connected graph, in which case K is
called a frame.
Note that a frame is born as a connected component of the right-hand side of a production containing the nonterminal node
and at least one terminal node but not a connecting terminal node, grows in the subsequent derivation through connected
components of the right-hand sides of productions containing both the nonterminal node and the connecting terminal
node, and is completed by a connected component of the right-hand side of a production containing the connecting terminal
node but not a nonterminal node. Frames are generated sequentially, one after another. While a frame is generated, many
fragments may also be generated.
LetΩ = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωr} be the set of all fragments that can be generated by G, i.e., eachωj is isomorphic to a connected
component of the right-hand side of a production of G that contains neither a nonterminal node nor a connecting terminal
node. Then, K is a frame if K /∈ Ω (i.e., K is not isomorphic to any ωj ∈ Ω) but K may be either a frame or a fragment
if K ∈ Ω . Thus, whether a connected component of H is a frame or a fragment is a dynamic property that depends on a
particular derivation.
Let VH = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and let {K1, K2, . . . , Km} be the set of all connected components ofH . For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m},
let VKi = {vi,1, vi,2, . . . , vi,ξ(i)}, thus

1≤i≤m ξ(i) = n. We shall assume that H is represented by an adjacency list in which
v1, . . . , vn and vi,1, vi,2, . . . , vi,ξ(i) appear in this order, for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}; call vi,1 the representative node of Ki. We
shall denote any connected component of H with the representative node v by K(v). For Ki and Kj, i ≠ j, denote by Ki ≺ Kj
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if vi,1 appears earlier than vj,1 in H . Assume without loss of generality that K1 ≺ K2 ≺ · · · ≺ Km. We shall identify the
representatives of K1, K2, . . . , Km in sequence, guess if each Ki is a frame or a fragment, and verify that there is a permutation
of the frames that corresponds to their generation sequence and such a sequence also generates exactly the fragments in H .
Let P = {π1, π2, . . . , πk}. A node vi is a representative node of a connected component of H if there is no path between
any vj, j < i, and vi. As existence of a path between two nodes can be easily checked in NLOG and NLOG is closed under
complementation [11], non-existence of such paths can also be tested in NLOG. Hence, whether a node is a representative
node or not can be tested in NLOG. Given a representative node v of a connected component of H , checking if K(v) is
isomorphic to any ωj ∈ Ω or not can also be done in NLOG because each ωj has a bounded number of nodes. Let FRAME
be a Boolean function such that, for any representative node v in H and any pair of productions πµ and πλ, FRAME(v, µ, λ)
= true if and only if K(v) can be born from the right-hand side of πµ, can grow using productions of G, and can eventually
be completed by πλ. Checking if FRAME(v, µ, λ) = true can be done in NLOG by using a simple modification of the NLOG
algorithm for recognizing a connected graph of bounded degree [4]. If FRAME(v, µ, λ) = true, then such an algorithm can
also count the number of fragments of each type generated by the productions used during this frame-generating process.
This additional work needs nomore than NLOG space. In this case, let FRAGMENT-SET(v, µ, λ) be the tuple (#1,#2, . . . ,#r),
where #j is the number of fragments isomorphic toωj generated during this frame-generating process. More precisely, if the
productions used during the generation of the frame are πi1 , πi2 , . . . , πil , l ≥ 2, with i1 = µ and il = λ, then FRAGMENT-
SET(v, µ, λ) =
l
p=2 FSET(ip), where for any production πi, FSET(i) = (#1,#2, . . . ,#r) and #j is the number of fragments
from the right-hand side of πi that are isomorphic to ωj (a fragment being a connected component that contains neither a
nonterminal node nor a connecting terminal node). Note that the fragments from the right-hand side of the first production
πµ are not counted in FRAGMENT-SET(v, µ, λ).
Now, H can be recognized as follows:
(1) Let E, F be integer arrays of size r and initialize them as E[j] := F [j] := 0 for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}. Let Q be an integer
array of size k× k and initialize it as Q [µ, λ] := 0 for all µ, λ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}.
(2) For i = 1, 2, . . . , n in sequence do the following. If vi is a representative node of a connected component of H then if
K(vi) is isomorphic to ωj ∈ Ω then do either (a) or (b) else do (b):
(a) F [j] := F [j] + 1;
(b) Guess productions πµ and πλ, verify that FRAME(vi, µ, λ) = true, and let Q [µ, λ] := Q [µ, λ] + 1 and E := E +
FRAGMENT-SET(vi, µ, λ).
(3) Guess a production πα with the left-hand side S and let E := E + FSET(α). While the right-hand side of πα contains a
nonterminal node v, do the following:
(a) If v is not an isolated node, then guess a production πβ and let Q [α, β] := Q [α, β] − 1 and α := β;
(b) Ifv is an isolatednode, then guess a productionπβ ofwhich the left-hand side is the label ofv and let E := E+FSET(β)
and α := β .
(4) Accept H if Q [µ, λ] = 0 for all µ, λ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} and E = F .
The array E keeps track of the number of fragments of each type generated during the derivation process. The array F
keeps track of the number and type of connected components of H which are isomorphic to somemembers of the fragment
setΩ and are guessed to be fragments. The array Q keeps track of the number and type of the pairs of productions used to
generate frames. With E, F ,Q initialized in Step (1), in Step (2) the above algorithm identifies each connected component
of H in sequence and decides, nondeterministically, if it is a fragment (only if it is in Ω) or a frame (regardless of whether
it is inΩ or not). If it is guessed to be a fragment, it is simply added to F . If it is guessed to be a frame, the algorithm finds a
pair of productions by which it can be born and completed, respectively, and adds such a pair to Q , and also calculates the
number of fragments of each type generated during this frame-generating process and adds such numbers to E. Clearly, E,
F and Q can be maintained using log space.
Observe now that H ∈ L(G) if and only if there exists a permutation of the frames generated in Step (2) that reflects
a consistent derivation (i.e., the first production used is a production with the left-hand side S and the last and first,
respectively, productions used for generating two consecutive frames in this permutation are equal or are connected by a
derivation using only productions with an isolated nonterminal node in their right-hand side), and the number of fragments
of each type generated during such a derivation (which is accumulated in E) is equal to the number of connected components
of each type identified while scanning the input graph and guessed to be fragments (which is accumulated in F ). These two
conditions are tested in Steps (3) and (4). It is not difficult to see that this algorithm runs in NLOG, along the discussionmade
earlier. It follows that 1-Lin-A-NLC⊆ NLOG and the theorem holds. 
The equivalence problem is known to be undecidable for Lin-NLC grammars [21]. We shall prove that this problem is, in
fact, undecidable for 1-Lin-A-NLC grammars but decidable for 0-Lin-A-NLC grammars.
Theorem 3.4. It is undecidable whether or not L(G1) = L(G2) for 1-Lin-A-NLC grammars G1 and G2.
Proof. A generalized sequential machine (GSM) is a 6-tupleM = (Q , I,O, δ, s, F), where Q is the set of states, I is the input
alphabet, O is the output alphabet, δ is a function from Q × I into finite subsets of Q × O∗, s ∈ Q is the initial state, and
F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states. The function δ is extended to Q × I∗ as follows: for all q ∈ Q , δ(q, ϵ) = {(q, ϵ)} and for
all x1, x2 ∈ I+, δ(q, x1x2) = {(q′, y1y2) | (p, y1) ∈ δ(q, x1) and (q′, y2) ∈ δ(p, x2) for some p ∈ Q }. Let R(M) = {(x, y) | x ∈ I∗
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and (q, y) ∈ δ(s, x) for some q ∈ F}. It is undecidable whether or not R(M1) = R(M2) for GSMsM1 andM2 with binary input
alphabets and unary output alphabets [12]. We shall reduce this relational equivalence problem for GSMs to the problem
stated in the theorem.
LetM = (Q , I,O, δ, s, F) be an arbitrary GSMwith I = {0, 1} and O = {@}. Let G = (Σ,∆, P, Z), whereΣ = Q∪ {$, 0, 1,
@},∆ = Σ−Q , Z = t t$ s , and P consists of the following two types of productions: (q, t t t t ♣ ♣ ♣ ta q′ @ @ @, {a}×
{$, 0, 1}) if (q′,@i) ∈ δ(q, a), where there are i isolated nodes labeled by @ in the right-hand side, and (q,Λ,∅) if q ∈ F .
Obviously, G is a 1-Lin-A-NLC grammar. Furthermore, there is a straightforward bijection between R(M) and L(G): for
all x ∈ I∗ and all y ∈ {@}∗, (x, y) ∈ R(M) if and only if the graph consisting of a chain of |x| + 1 nodes, labeled by $ and
the symbols of x in sequence, and |y| isolated nodes labeled by @ as connected components is in L(G). This means that, if
we construct 1-Lin-A-NLC grammars G1 and G2 from any GSMs M1 and M2, respectively, along the transformation given
above, then R(M1) = R(M2) if and only if L(G1) = L(G2). As the relational equivalence problem for GSMs is undecidable, the
theorem follows.
Theorem 3.5. It is decidable whether or not L(G1) = L(G2) for 0-Lin-A-NLC grammars G1 and G2.
Proof. LetG1 = (Σ1,∆, P1, Z1) andG2 = (Σ2,∆, P2, Z2). Assumewithout loss of generality that neitherG1 norG2 generates
the empty graph Λ, G1 and G2 contain no useless production, not used for generating any terminal graph, and Z1 and Z2
consist of single nonterminal nodes labeled by S1 and S2, respectively.
As G1 and G2 have no connecting node in the right-hand side of any production, we can assume that each nonterminal
node in the right-hand side of a production is an isolated node. This means that G1 and G2 generate fragments only (defined
in the proof of Theorem 3.3). Let Ω = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωr} be the set of all fragments that can be produced by G1 and G2, i.e.,
each ωj is isomorphic to some connected component of terminal nodes in the right-hand side of a production.
Transform G1 and G2 into their string-language equivalents, i.e., right-linear grammars G′1 and G
′
2 over Ω: G
′
i = ((Σi −
∆)∪Ω ,Ω , P ′i , Si), i ∈ {0, 1}, such that if (A, X,∅) is a production ofGi and X contains kj connected components isomorphic to
ωj, 1 ≤ j ≤ r , then (A, ωk11 ωk22 · · ·ωkrr B) is in P ′i , where B is the label of the nonterminal node in X , if any, and B = ϵ otherwise.
Then, L(G1) = L(G2) if and only if #(L(G′1)) = #(L(G′2)), where # is the Parikh mapping. As the equivalence problem for the
Parikh images of two context-free languages is decidable (complete forΠP2 [3]), it follows that it is also decidable whether
or not L(G1) = L(G2). 
It is not difficult to observe that Theorem 3.5 holds for two 0-B-NLC grammars along the proof given above. It can also
be proven, by using the well-known relationship between context-free graph grammars and monadic second-order logic
[1,2,9], that Theorem 3.5 holds even if one ofG1 andG2 is an arbitrary context-free graph grammar such as a B-NLC grammar.
4. Discussion
The paper demonstrated that the number of connecting nodes in the right-hand sides of productions is another source
of expressive power of graph grammars, in addition to the heavy disconnecting property as shown in [22], by presenting
a hierarchy of Lin-A-NLC languages induced by the k-connecting property and complexity/decidability of the membership
and equivalence problems for Lin-A-NLC graph languages. Although the present paper considered Lin-A-NLC grammars
only (because they can already describe NP-complete graph languages), the k-connecting restriction may be able to further
classify complexity of other graph grammars with more extensive power.
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